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Abstract
Cyber Force Incubator Training is a standalone project for The University of Alabama in
Huntsville Center for Cybersecurity Research and Education Cyber Force Incubator. The training
was made in part through a National Security Agency grant known as the Acquire, Teach, Train,
and Retain Adept Cyber Team. The purpose and objective of the curriculum is to expose students
to cybersecurity, giving them a head start towards a future career in the field. The audience of the
curriculum ranges from underserved rural high school students to military personnel with
material covering everything from workplace etiquette to malware analysis. Within this paper,
there is an examination of the effort of this curriculum, its performance in whether it met its
objective to educate its students, and how it will be adapting based on the analysis of its
performance and findings.
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Introduction
The University of Alabama in Huntsville (UAH) Center for Cybersecurity Research and
Education (CCRE) serves at one of the university’s premier research centers. As a component of
its research, the center is involved in all aspects of cybersecurity to include identity management,
supply chain security, intrusion detection, vulnerability analysis, medical device security, and
digital forensics. CCRE is certified by the National Security Agency (NSA) and the Department
of Homeland Security (DHS) as a Center of Academic Excellence in Cyber Defense Education
(CAE/CDE) and a National Center of Academic Excellence in Cyber Defense Research
(CAE-R) to fulfill national needs in cybersecurity.
The CCRE Cyber Force Incubator (CFI) is an experimental laboratory that provides
students with rigorous internships while they earn degrees to prepare them for a cybersecurity
career. During the internship, the students attend orientation, receive a set of job standards, and
attend mock interviews. After assessing the research center’s customer training requests and
internal needs, CCRE CFI saw a need to create a CFI curriculum and certificate for its student
employees to ensure they have an understanding of concepts before entering the workforce.
Additionally, the research center sought to fulfill its requirements in the NSA awarded grant
known as the Acquire, Teach, Train, and Retain Adept Cyber Team (ATTRACT).
This curriculum is a result of the project developed by CCRE CFI Research Assistant
Tiffany Dinh and her advisor CCRE Deputy Director Sharon Johnson to meet the needs of CFI
customers and future awarded education-oriented grants.
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Objectives
The proposed purpose of the CCRE CFI curriculum was to create a program that allowed
participants to work through coursework asynchronously and obtain a certification after meeting
specified requirements. Initially, the proposed trainee coursework consisted of only a few
modules: orientation course, CompTIA Security+, CompTIA Network+ and risk management
framework. However, as the development for the CFI Training progressed, the course turned into
a more comprehensive curriculum. Now, as of the submission of this Honors Capstone Project,
CFI Training coursework covers security clearances, the cybersecurity maturity model
certification, three-dimensional modeling and computer-aided-design, microcomputers
modifications and creation, military etiquette, military rank and civilian structure, and
government pay structure. The curriculum developer, Tiffany Dinh, created further requirements
for the CFI training to improve the project for future use and for her Honors Capstone Project.
The requirements were as follows:
1. Analyze students’ progress through the CFI Training.
2. Using student analytics, determine improvements and additions to be made for the future
development of the CFI Training.
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Platform Development and Choice
CCRE required that the platform for its CFI Training to have a clean and intuitive
interface, be flexible and scalable, contain a database for recording course data, assignment and
grading features, and have built-in security. The project started in January of 2020. When the
curriculum developer began producing the platform, the biggest problem was making sure
everything was completed before the deadline, May 2020. Additionally, instructional materials
had to be produced to accompany the curriculum. It soon became apparent that creating a
learning platform to accommodate all of CCRE’s needs within such a short span of time was
highly improbable. After researching other free and open-source learning management systems
(LMSs) on the market, it was determined that it would be cheaper and require less work to use an
existing LMS than building one from scratch.
Canvas Learning Management System was chosen as CCRE’s platform for its CFI
Training because of its variety of tools to help an instructor design an engaging and interactive
course. CCRE gained access to the LMS through UAH. Additionally, this LMS is used across
hundreds of educational institutions and organizations, including other UAH departments.
Taking these factors into consideration, it became apparent that Canvas was the perfect service
for the CFI Training.
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Workflow Design
On Canvas LMS, it was easy to create a course for CCRE and add any students not
otherwise affilifated with UAH. CFI Training’s initial objective was to create a program where
trainees would be introduced to CCRE and cybersecurity workforce fundamentals. Several
factors influenced the development of this program, such as the scale at which the project would
be implemented, the timing of when trainees would go through the course, and whether the
course developer would be accessible during the course’s testing. As a result, it was decided that
the course would be most effective if students could work at their own pace. The training was
scalable, timing did not matter, and an active instructor was not necessary by deciding the course
would be standalone.
The decision for the course to be autonomous and asynchronous for students allowed for
a student to begin the course at any point during the year and work through the material at their
own pace. There would be no need to worry about a teacher delegating assignments to students
nor restrictions of when and how students could complete assignments. A benefit of this choice
is that CCRE would not have to spend as much time and money actively managing the training.
Additionally, this decision allowed the curriculum to teach students additional skills and
information about industry etiquette and standards, resulting in the idea that the course could be
used to teach audiences outside of ATTRACT.
Modules
Implementing modules allowed for continuity with design and structure, specifically a
linear progression. The CFI Training grouped similar material and learning objectives into
modules. For example, information about military etiquette, military ranks, and civilian material
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was organized under the DoD Etiquette and Structure module. To move from one module to the
next, each student had to score at least 80% on the module’s assessment. Assessments varied by
the category a module fell under and will be described later on. Modules allowed students to be
self-sufficient with the course. Instructions on how to navigate through modules were provided
through visual and informational cues.
Course Structure
A foreseeable issue was that students would get bored and lose motivation without an
active instructor or interaction with other students. To keep trainees engaged with the course,
defined objectives were created and communicated with trainees. Additionally, students had to
complete modules according to a specific timeline. For example, the entire course had to be
completed in eight weeks; the suggested schedule for completing the modules was given to
students. Content in the course was split not only into modules but by a timeline.

9

Figure: Preview of the Full CFI Training Week 1 Module and Part of CFI Training Week 2
Module.
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Instructional Design
Since CFI training aims to cover a wide variety of materials, all the concepts were
grouped under three different categories: General Subject Matter, Hands-On Project, and
Technical Certifications. The method by which instruction was given differed by category. For
example, while one can learn math through a computer screen, riding a bike requires in-person
training. With CFI training, some topics required access to a computer while others required
access to circuits and tools. Under CFI Training’s three categories, the curriculum developer
created instructional and assessment material differently.
General Subject Matter
General Subject Matter concepts were given to trainees to provide exposure or ensure a
baseline-understanding that would be needed for working in an information technology position.
Concepts defined as General Subject Matter were not weighed to need the same level of depth as
the other two categories. As such, it did not make sense to provide any additional tasks beyond
establishing a familiarity with some concepts. For example, trainees did not need to know
everything about the security clearance process beyond the different levels, how to apply for one,
and actions that would bar a person from receiving one. For topics categorized as General
Subject Matter, instruction was given via Powerpoint presentations and videos. After trainees
went through the material, they would take a quiz.
Hands-On Projects
While knowledge of concepts is important, it is also important that trainees have
sufficient hands-on practice with the material they have learned. Thus, CFI training required
students to develop their programming and computer-design skills through projects. Like
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concepts related to General Subject Matter, instruction was delivered through Powerpoint
presentations and videos. However, these videos and presentations had step-by-step
walkthroughs of all objectives covered. Furthermore, assessments of concepts in this category
not only assessed students’ knowledge of program interfaces; it also asked them to recreate
projects. As a result, students were pushed to go beyond a theoretical understanding, ensuring
that they understood how to apply the information they had learned.
Technical Certifications
CompTIA is a non-profit organization that specializes in issuing professionals
information technology certifications. To work with the Department of Defense, many employers
require certifications from CompTIA. Thus, CCRE wanted to include them in its course. CFI
Training aimed to implement CompTIA certifications by providing students an understanding of
the guidelines outlined by CompTIA certifications. Additionally, rather than reinvent
already-well made and quality material on the market, the course developer used
CompTIA-approved third-party material to provide instruction and assignments. This instruction
would include videos over specific concepts covered by a CompTIA certification and testing
over those concepts with questions often about a hypothetical real-world scenario or simulation.
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Testing Design
As stated earlier, trainees were required to score a minimum of 80% on every assessment
to pass the course. The score of an 80% was chosen because CCRE wanted to ensure students
truly understood material they were being tested on. However, it was not expected that students
would pass each assessment on their first attempt. So, students were given three attempts to
obtain a passing score on each module. After each attempt, students’ assignments would be
automatically graded. However, to help students improve on their subsequent attempts, they
could view feedback as to why their original answer was incorrect. To prevent cheating, three
tools were implemented: timing, lockdown browser, and question banks.
For timing, students had a time limit based on the following formula:
# of quiz questions + 2 minutes = amount of time delegated f or quiz
A time limit was imposed to prevent students from having the time to look up answers to
questions on another technological device or utilize outside sources.
The lockdown browser feature on Canvas was implemented to prevent trainees from
accessing anything on their personal devices besides the assessment. This would prevent trainees
from looking up answers or using outside sources to answer a given question.
A question bank was developed to prevent students from memorizing their previous
answers. Each assessment had its own question bank with a varying amount of questions and
answer choices. Questions were pulled at random with their answer choices in a randomized
order. This would prevent students from completing the assessments together as they would have
different questions.
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Analysis
Determination of Success
To evaluate the success of the CFI Training, students took pre- and post-training
examinations. Exam scores were used to determine whether a student’s level of cybersecurity
and workforce understanding improved as well as their confidence in mastering this material. In
these assessments, students were tested on the following: risk management framework, security
clearances, cybersecurity natural model, computer-aided-design, DoD culture, military pay
structure, network basics, and cybersecurity basics. In addition to inquiries on the
aforementioned subject areas, trainees were also asked about their experience with various
technologies and identifiers (e.g. access to computing and technology at home, parents’ highest
level of education, extracurricular involvement, etc.). Not only did the curriculum developer
track whether trainees improved in terms of score; they also sought to find the most successful
type of student.
Once all participants finished the CFI Training, it was found that there was a 100%
improvement from all students in terms of confidence and baseline score. On average, students
scored a 46% on the pre-course examination and 70% on the post-course examination. When
questioned again regarding their technical backgrounds, all individuals reported increased levels
of familiarity with various technologies.
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Figure: Documentation of the Pre-Course Examination Scores

Figure: Documentation of the Post-Course Examination Scores.
As seen in the scoring documentation, there are several outliers which skewed the
calculated average score. Looking at the data, it is clear that the CFI Training was successful in
teaching students; however, with fewer than 10 testees, the training still needs to undergo further
assessment to accurately determine its effectiveness.
Additionally, while the training was determined successful through said methods, it is
difficult to firmly declare so. This is because all testees worked at CCRE. To work at CCRE, it is
assumed all employees have prior experience in cybersecurity. When examining the
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characteristics of what led students to have higher success than others in the training, there were
three defining characteristics:
1. High School Level of Education
The highest indicator of success of all three characteristics was a trainee’s level of
education. 50% of the testing trainees were high school students. While it may seem
counterintuitive that high school students were able to outperform every other level of
education, the background of the high school trainees provide a clear explanation as to
why. These students were hand selected from their high schools to work at CCRE
because of their capacity for success in the field. A demonstration of these students'
ability for success in cybersecurity was their heavy involvement in cybersecurity —
whether that be through activities or coursework. The high schoolers were from the
Huntsville City School (HCS) system which provides students access to their
Cybersecurity Academy. All high school participants were involved in the HCS
Cybersecurity Academy, taking information security classes similar to the instruction that
comprised the CFI Training as well as CyberPatriot, a cybersecurity competition for
middle school to high school students.

Figure: Preview of the Pre-Course Examination Responses to “What is your highest level of
schooling?”
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When compared to the collegiate level individuals participating in the CFI
Training, the high school students had a more cybersecurity focused education.
Compared to underclassmen college computing-focused major students, who majority of
the time are working on finishing their general education requirements and have not
gotten started with their coursework, the high school students are far more experienced in
the concepts the training sought the students to understand. With a background in
cybersecurity, it is comprehensible as to why the high schoolers outperformed the college
students. Additionally, these college trainees majored in computer science and
information systems not anything cybersecurity focused like cybersecurity engineering.
2. Prior Exposure to Material
There is an expectation that students employed at CCRE have prior experience in
cybersecurity. However, students come into the research center with varying degrees of
experience. In the pre- and post- course examinations, students were asked about their
background with a variety of different technologies, ranging from computer-aided-design
to web development. Over 50% of students had prior exposure to inquired technologies
and performed better on assessments than their peers. These trainees not only performed
more successfully than their counterparts but also moved through the course at a faster
pace with some moving through the eight-week course in less than half the time allotted.
Having computing opportunities or previous experience self-learning allows students to
pick up technical material more easily. For example, if a student lacked technical
experience, they often struggled to pick up technical vocabulary.
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Figure: Preview of CFI Assessments and Percentage of Attempts Taken to Pass Assessments
3. Parents with Graduate-Level Degrees
As proved by the previous factors, a students’ background plays a large role in
their success. Parents play an important figure in the lives of their children. Often, parents
are cited as the primary influence on an individual's beliefs and perceptions of the world.
On average, parents with higher education hold a higher importance to the value of
education. In the CFI Training course, 63% of trainees had parents with a graduate-level
degree, and these students scored higher on assessments than those that did not. One
explanation for this correlation between higher education and a trainee’s success is what
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these parents have taught their children. Fruitful in their own education, there can be an
assumption that parents will teach their children how to study and how to perform well in
an academic environment. So, in terms of the CFI Training, the high performance of
children results from the influence of their graduate educated parents.

Figure: Preview of the Pre-Course Examination Responses to “What is the highest level of
schooling that either parent (or primary guardian) has completed?”
Recommendations & Future
In the post-course examination, students also provided feedback on training
improvements. Analysis of the feedback revealed a resounding request for more visual aids and
study material. For example, the Security Basics and Network Basics modules, which comprised
the majority of the coursework, consisted mainly of video instruction, making it difficult for
non-auditory learners to comprehend. Students were expected to complete both modules
composed of over twenty hours of course material within a span of two weeks. Thus, the training
often drained students if they did not pace themselves. One of the biggest difficulties CCRE had
with the training were issues concerning COVID-19. While the training provided hands-on
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projects for students to do in-person, COVID-19 prevented many of those activities from being
used and tested. In the future, CCRE hopes to support different types of learning to ensure all
trainees can succeed.
English proficiency was a significant blind spot that was missed in the creation of the CFI
training that arose during its testing. Amongst the testees, there was an individual whose second
language was English. The student had a substantial amount of trouble understanding the
information in the course, especially the new technical jargon. To address this issue, the testee
was given more time to complete assignments and unlimited attempts for some assessments. As
CCRE continues to improve the CFI Training, more work will be needed to help ESL students
master the material.
With the success of this CFI Training, CCRE is looking to add more modules to the
training and develop this training into a two-year program. Depending on funding and grants
awarded, the CFI Training may expand into a course recognized by the industry, covering
high-level technical material that meets the needs of the DoD.
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NICE Documentation
To begin the process of getting CFI Training recognized by industry and government, the
coursework has been matched to the NICE Cybersecurity Workforce Framework. The NICE
Cybersecurity Workforce Framework is an industry level recognized resource used to help
current and future members of the cybersecurity workforce gain and demonstrate their skills and
knowledge.

Module
Security Clearance

Risk Management Framework

Cybersecurity Maturity Model
Certification

Security Basics

CFI Training Alignment - Current
Abilities - NICE Framework
Knowledge - NICE Framework
A0046: Ability to monitor and assess the potential impact of emerging technologies on laws, K0001: Knowledge of computer networking concepts and protocols, and network security methodologies.
regulations, and/or policies.
K0002: Knowledge of risk management processes (e.g., methods for assessing and mitigating risk).
K0003: Knowledge of laws, regulations, policies, and ethics as they relate to cybersecurity and privacy.
K0004: Knowledge of cybersecurity and privacy principles.
K0005: Knowledge of cyber threats and vulnerabilities.
K0006: Knowledge of specific operational impacts of cybersecurity lapses.
K0017: Knowledge of concepts and practices of processing digital forensic data.
K0059: Knowledge of new and emerging information technology (IT) and cybersecurity technologies.
K0107: Knowledge of Insider Threat investigations, reporting, investigative tools and laws/regulations.
K0157: Knowledge of cyber defense and information security policies, procedures, and regulations.
K0261: Knowledge of Payment Card Industry (PCI) data security standards.
K0262: Knowledge of Personal Health Information (PHI) data security standards.
K0267: Knowledge of laws, policies, procedures, or governance relevant to cybersecurity for critical infrastructures.
K0312: Knowledge of intelligence gathering principles, policies, and procedures including legal authorities and restrictions.
K0316: Knowledge of business or military operation plans, concept operation plans, orders, policies, and standing rules of engagement.
K0341: Knowledge of foreign disclosure policies and import/export control regulations as related to cybersecurity.
K0615: Knowledge of privacy disclosure statements based on current laws.
A0028: Ability to assess and forecast manpower requirements to meet organizational
K0001: Knowledge of computer networking concepts and protocols, and network security methodologies.
objectives.
K0002: Knowledge of risk management processes (e.g., methods for assessing and mitigating risk).
A0033: Ability to develop policy, plans, and strategy in compliance with laws, regulations,
K0003: Knowledge of laws, regulations, policies, and ethics as they relate to cybersecurity and privacy.
policies, and standards in support of organizational cyber activities.
K0004: Knowledge of cybersecurity and privacy principles.
A0077: Ability to coordinate cyber operations with other organization functions or support
K0005: Knowledge of cyber threats and vulnerabilities.
activities.
K0006: Knowledge of specific operational impacts of cybersecurity lapses.
A0090: Ability to identify external partners with common cyber operations interests.
K0013: Knowledge of cyber defense and vulnerability assessment tools and their capabilities.
A0094: Ability to interpret and apply laws, regulations, policies, and guidance relevant to
K0019: Knowledge of cryptography and cryptographic key management concepts
organization cyber objectives.
K0027: Knowledge of organization's enterprise information security architecture.
A0111: Ability to work across departments and business units to implement organization’s
K0028: Knowledge of organization's evaluation and validation requirements.
privacy principles and programs, and align privacy objectives with security objectives.
K0037: Knowledge of Security Assessment and Authorization process.
A0117: Ability to relate strategy, business, and technology in the context of organizational
K0038: Knowledge of cybersecurity and privacy principles used to manage risks related to the use, processing, storage, and transmission of information or
dynamics.
data.
A0118: Ability to understand technology, management, and leadership issues related to
K0040: Knowledge of vulnerability information dissemination sources (e.g., alerts, advisories, errata, and bulletins).
organization processes and problem solving.
K0044: Knowledge of cybersecurity and privacy principles and organizational requirements (relevant to confidentiality, integrity, availability, authentication,
A0119: Ability to understand the basic concepts and issues related to cyber and its
non-repudiation).
organizational impact.
K0048: Knowledge of Risk Management Framework (RMF) requirements.
A0123: Ability to apply cybersecurity and privacy principles to organizational requirements
K0049: Knowledge of information technology (IT) security principles and methods (e.g., firewalls, demilitarized zones, encryption).
(relevant to confidentiality, integrity, availability, authentication, non-repudiation).
K0054: Knowledge of current industry methods for evaluating, implementing, and disseminating information technology (IT) security assessment, monitoring,
A0170: Ability to identify critical infrastructure systems with information communication
detection, and remediation tools and procedures utilizing standards-based concepts and capabilities.
technology that were designed without system security considerations.
K0059: Knowledge of new and emerging information technology (IT) and cybersecurity technologies.
K0070: Knowledge of system and application security threats and vulnerabilities (e.g., buffer overflow, mobile code, cross-site scripting, Procedural
Language/Structured Query Language [PL/SQL] and injections, race conditions, covert channel, replay, return-oriented attacks, malicious code).
K0084: Knowledge of structured analysis principles and methods.
K0089: Knowledge of systems diagnostic tools and fault identification techniques.
K0101: Knowledge of the organization’s enterprise information technology (IT) goals and objectives.
K0126: Knowledge of Supply Chain Risk Management Practices (NIST SP 800-161)
K0146:
organization's
coreconcepts
business/mission
processes.
A0026: Ability to analyze test data.
K0001: Knowledge
Knowledge of
of the
computer
networking
and protocols,
and network security methodologies.
A0030: Ability to collect, verify, and validate test data.
A0040: Ability to translate data and test results into evaluative conclusions.
A0123: Ability to apply cybersecurity and privacy principles to organizational requirements
(relevant to confidentiality, integrity, availability, authentication, non-repudiation).

K0002: Knowledge of risk management processes (e.g., methods for assessing and mitigating risk).
K0003: Knowledge of laws, regulations, policies, and ethics as they relate to cybersecurity and privacy.
K0004: Knowledge of cybersecurity and privacy principles.
K0005: Knowledge of cyber threats and vulnerabilities.
K0006: Knowledge of specific operational impacts of cybersecurity lapses.
K0027: Knowledge of organization's enterprise information security architecture.
K0028: Knowledge of organization's evaluation and validation requirements.
K0037: Knowledge of Security Assessment and Authorization process.
K0044: Knowledge of cybersecurity and privacy principles and organizational requirements (relevant to confidentiality, integrity, availability, authentication,
non-repudiation).
K0057: Knowledge of network hardware devices and functions.
K0088: Knowledge of systems administration concepts.
K0091: Knowledge of systems testing and evaluation methods.
K0102: Knowledge of the systems engineering process.
K0126: Knowledge of Supply Chain Risk Management Practices (NIST SP 800-161)
K0139: Knowledge of interpreted and compiled computer languages.
K0169: Knowledge of information technology (IT) supply chain security and supply chain risk management policies, requirements, and procedures.
K0170: Knowledge of critical infrastructure systems with information communication technology that were designed without system security considerations.
K0179: Knowledge of network security architecture concepts including topology, protocols, components, and principles (e.g., application of defense-in-depth).
K0199: Knowledge of security architecture concepts and enterprise architecture reference models (e.g., Zachman, Federal Enterprise Architecture [FEA]).
K0203: Knowledge of security models (e.g., Bell-LaPadula model, Biba integrity model, Clark-Wilson integrity model).
K0212: Knowledge of cybersecurity-enabled software products.
K0250: Knowledge of Test & Evaluation processes for learners.
K0260: Knowledge of Personally Identifiable Information (PII) data security standards.
K0261: Knowledge of Payment Card Industry (PCI) data security standards.
K0262: Knowledge of Personal Health Information (PHI) data security standards.
K0287: Knowledge of an organization's information classification program and procedures for information compromise.
K0332: Knowledge of network protocols such as TCP/IP, Dynamic Host Configuration, Domain Name System (DNS), and directory services.

A0001: Ability to identify systemic security issues based on the analysis of vulnerability and
configuration data.
A0005: Ability to decrypt digital data collections.
A0010: Ability to analyze malware.
A0015: Ability to conduct vulnerability scans and recognize vulnerabilities in security
systems.
A0025: Ability to accurately define incidents, problems, and events in the trouble ticketing
system.
A0028: Ability to assess and forecast manpower requirements to meet organizational
objectives.
A0029: Ability to build complex data structures and high-level programming languages.
A0033: Ability to develop policy, plans, and strategy in compliance with laws, regulations,
policies, and standards in support of organizational cyber activities.
A0034: Ability to develop, update, and/or maintain standard operating procedures (SOPs).
A0035: Ability to dissect a problem and examine the interrelationships between data that
may appear unrelated.
A0036: Ability to identify basic common coding flaws at a high level.
A0041: Ability to use data visualization tools (e.g., Flare, HighCharts, AmCharts, D3.js,
Processing, Google Visualization API, Tableau, Raphael.js).
A0043: Ability to conduct forensic analyses in and for both Windows and Unix/Linux
environments.
A0044: Ability to apply programming language structures (e.g., source code review) and
logic.
A0052: Ability to operate network equipment including hubs, routers, switches, bridges,
servers, transmission media, and related hardware.
A0055: Ability to operate common network tools (e.g., ping, traceroute, nslookup).
A0058: Ability to execute OS command line (e.g., ipconfig, netstat, dir, nbtstat).
A0059: Ability to operate the organization's LAN/WAN pathways.
A0062: Ability to monitor measures or indicators of system performance and availability.
A0063: Ability to operate different electronic communication systems and methods (e.g., email, VOIP, IM, web forums, Direct Video Broadcasts).
A0065: Ability to monitor traffic flows across the network.
A0066: Ability to accurately and completely source all data used in intelligence, assessment
and/or planning products.
A0077: Ability to coordinate cyber operations with other organization functions or support
activities.
A0090: Ability to identify external partners with common cyber operations interests.
A0094: Ability to interpret and apply laws, regulations, policies, and guidance relevant to
organization cyber objectives.

K0001: Knowledge of computer networking concepts and protocols, and network security methodologies.
K0002: Knowledge of risk management processes (e.g., methods for assessing and mitigating risk).
K0003: Knowledge of laws, regulations, policies, and ethics as they relate to cybersecurity and privacy.
K0004: Knowledge of cybersecurity and privacy principles.
K0005: Knowledge of cyber threats and vulnerabilities.
K0006: Knowledge of specific operational impacts of cybersecurity lapses.
K0007: Knowledge of authentication, authorization, and access control methods.
K0009: Knowledge of application vulnerabilities.
K0010: Knowledge of communication methods, principles, and concepts that support the network infrastructure.
K0011: Knowledge of capabilities and applications of network equipment including routers, switches, bridges, servers, transmission media, and related
hardware.
K0013: Knowledge of cyber defense and vulnerability assessment tools and their capabilities.
K0015: Knowledge of computer algorithms.
K0016: Knowledge of computer programming principles
K0018: Knowledge of encryption algorithms
K0019: Knowledge of cryptography and cryptographic key management concepts
K0020: Knowledge of data administration and data standardization policies.
K0021: Knowledge of data backup and recovery.
K0022: Knowledge of data mining and data warehousing principles.
K0023: Knowledge of database management systems, query languages, table relationships, and views.
K0024: Knowledge of database systems.
K0025: Knowledge of digital rights management.
K0026: Knowledge of business continuity and disaster recovery continuity of operations plans.
K0027: Knowledge of organization's enterprise information security architecture.
K0028: Knowledge of organization's evaluation and validation requirements.
K0029: Knowledge of organization's Local and Wide Area Network connections.
K0031: Knowledge of enterprise messaging systems and associated software.
K0033: Knowledge of host/network access control mechanisms (e.g., access control list, capabilities lists).
K0034: Knowledge of network services and protocols interactions that provide network communications.
K0035: Knowledge of installation, integration, and optimization of system components.
K0036: Knowledge of human-computer interaction principles.
K0037: Knowledge of Security Assessment and Authorization process.
K0038: Knowledge of cybersecurity and privacy principles used to manage risks related to the use, processing, storage, and transmission of information or
data.
K0040: Knowledge of vulnerability information dissemination sources (e.g., alerts, advisories, errata, and bulletins).
K0041: Knowledge of incident categories, incident responses, and timelines for responses.
K0042: Knowledge of incident response and handling methodologies.
K0044: Knowledge of cybersecurity and privacy principles and organizational requirements (relevant to confidentiality, integrity, availability, authentication,
non-repudiation).

Processing, Google Visualization API, Tableau, Raphael.js).
A0043: Ability to conduct forensic analyses in and for both Windows and Unix/Linux
environments.
A0044: Ability to apply programming language structures (e.g., source code review) and
logic.
A0052: Ability to operate network equipment including hubs, routers, switches, bridges,
servers, transmission media, and related hardware.
A0055: Ability to operate common network tools (e.g., ping, traceroute, nslookup).
A0058: Ability to execute OS command line (e.g., ipconfig, netstat, dir, nbtstat).
A0059: Ability to operate the organization's LAN/WAN pathways.
A0062: Ability to monitor measures or indicators of system performance and availability.
A0063: Ability to operate different electronic communication systems and methods (e.g., email, VOIP, IM, web forums, Direct Video Broadcasts).
A0065: Ability to monitor traffic flows across the network.
A0066: Ability to accurately and completely source all data used in intelligence, assessment
and/or planning products.
A0077: Ability to coordinate cyber operations with other organization functions or support
activities.
A0090: Ability to identify external partners with common cyber operations interests.
A0094: Ability to interpret and apply laws, regulations, policies, and guidance relevant to
organization cyber objectives.
A0111: Ability to work across departments and business units to implement organization’s
privacy principles and programs, and align privacy objectives with security objectives.
A0117: Ability to relate strategy, business, and technology in the context of organizational
dynamics.
A0118: Ability to understand technology, management, and leadership issues related to
organization processes and problem solving.
A0119: Ability to understand the basic concepts and issues related to cyber and its
organizational impact.
A0120: Ability to share meaningful insights about the context of an organization’s threat
environment that improve its risk management posture.
A0121: Ability to design incident response for cloud service models.
A0122: Ability to design capabilities to find solutions to less common and more complex
system problems.
A0123: Ability to apply cybersecurity and privacy principles to organizational requirements
(relevant to confidentiality, integrity, availability, authentication, non-repudiation).
A0128: Ability to apply techniques for detecting host and network-based intrusions using
intrusion detection technologies.
A0154: Ability to conduct a comprehensive assessment of the management, operational, and
technical security controls and control enhancements employed within or inherited by a
system to determine the effectiveness of the controls (i.e., the extent to which the security
controls are implemented correctly, operating as intended, and producing the desired
outcome with respect to meeting the security requirements for the system).
A0158: Ability to ensure that functional and security requirements are appropriately
addressed in a contract and that the contractor meets the functional and security
requirements as stated in the contract.
A0159: Ability to interpret the information collected by network tools (e.g. Nslookup, Ping,
and Traceroute). A0174: Ability to Find and navigate the dark web using the TOR network to
locate markets and forums.
A0170: Ability to identify critical infrastructure systems with information communication
technology that were designed without system security considerations.
A0175: Ability to examine digital media on multiple operating system platforms.

K0022: Knowledge of data mining and data warehousing principles.
K0023: Knowledge of database management systems, query languages, table relationships, and views.
K0024: Knowledge of database systems.
K0025: Knowledge of digital rights management.
K0026: Knowledge of business continuity and disaster recovery continuity of operations plans.
K0027: Knowledge of organization's enterprise information security architecture.
K0028: Knowledge of organization's evaluation and validation requirements.
K0029: Knowledge of organization's Local and Wide Area Network connections.
K0031: Knowledge of enterprise messaging systems and associated software.
K0033: Knowledge of host/network access control mechanisms (e.g., access control list, capabilities lists).
K0034: Knowledge of network services and protocols interactions that provide network communications.
K0035: Knowledge of installation, integration, and optimization of system components.
K0036: Knowledge of human-computer interaction principles.
K0037: Knowledge of Security Assessment and Authorization process.
K0038: Knowledge of cybersecurity and privacy principles used to manage risks related to the use, processing, storage, and transmission of information or
data.
K0040: Knowledge of vulnerability information dissemination sources (e.g., alerts, advisories, errata, and bulletins).
K0041: Knowledge of incident categories, incident responses, and timelines for responses.
K0042: Knowledge of incident response and handling methodologies.
K0044: Knowledge of cybersecurity and privacy principles and organizational requirements (relevant to confidentiality, integrity, availability, authentication,
non-repudiation).
K0046: Knowledge of intrusion detection methodologies and techniques for detecting host and network-based intrusions.
K0048: Knowledge of Risk Management Framework (RMF) requirements.
K0049: Knowledge of information technology (IT) security principles and methods (e.g., firewalls, demilitarized zones, encryption).
K0050: Knowledge of local area and wide area networking principles and concepts including bandwidth management.
K0051: Knowledge of low-level computer languages (e.g., assembly languages).
K0052: Knowledge of mathematics (e.g. logarithms, trigonometry, linear algebra, calculus, statistics, and operational analysis).
K0053: Knowledge of measures or indicators of system performance and availability.
K0054: Knowledge of current industry methods for evaluating, implementing, and disseminating information technology (IT) security assessment, monitoring,
detection, and remediation tools and procedures utilizing standards-based concepts and capabilities.
K0056: Knowledge of network access, identity, and access management (e.g., public key infrastructure, Oauth, OpenID, SAML, SPML).
K0058: Knowledge of network traffic analysis methods.
K0059: Knowledge of new and emerging information technology (IT) and cybersecurity technologies.
K0060: Knowledge of operating systems.
K0061: Knowledge of how traffic flows across the network (e.g., Transmission Control Protocol [TCP] and Internet Protocol [IP], Open System Interconnection
Model [OSI], Information Technology Infrastructure Library, current version [ITIL]).
K0062: Knowledge of packet-level analysis.
K0063: Knowledge of parallel and distributed computing concepts.
K0064: Knowledge of performance tuning tools and techniques.
K0065: Knowledge of policy-based and risk adaptive access controls.
K0068: Knowledge of programming language structures and logic.
K0069: Knowledge of query languages such as SQL (structured query language).
K0070: Knowledge of system and application security threats and vulnerabilities (e.g., buffer overflow, mobile code, cross-site scripting, Procedural
Language/Structured Query Language [PL/SQL] and injections, race conditions, covert channel, replay, return-oriented attacks, malicious code).K0070:
Knowledge of system and application security threats and vulnerabilities (e.g., buffer overflow, mobile code, cross-site scripting, Procedural
Language/Structured Query Language [PL/SQL] and injections, race conditions, covert channel, replay, return-oriented attacks, malicious code).
K0071: Knowledge of remote access technology concepts.
K0074: Knowledge of key concepts in security management (e.g., Release Management, Patch Management).
K0075: Knowledge of security system design tools, methods, and techniques.
K0076: Knowledge of server administration and systems engineering theories, concepts, and methods.
K0077: Knowledge of server and client operating systems.
K0082: Knowledge of software engineering.
K0083: Knowledge of sources, characteristics, and uses of the organization’s data assets.
K0084: Knowledge of structured analysis principles and methods.
K0088: Knowledge of systems administration concepts.
K0089: Knowledge of systems diagnostic tools and fault identification techniques.
K0093: Knowledge of telecommunications concepts (e.g., Communications channel, Systems Link Budgeting, Spectral efficiency, Multiplexing).
K0095: Knowledge of the capabilities and functionality associated with various technologies for organizing and managing information (e.g., databases,
bookmarking engines).
K0098: Knowledge of the cyber defense Service Provider reporting structure and processes within one’s own organization.
K0100: Knowledge of the enterprise information technology (IT) architecture.
K0101: Knowledge of the organization’s enterprise information technology (IT) goals and objectives.
K0102: Knowledge of the systems engineering process.
K0103: Knowledge of the type and frequency of routine hardware maintenance.
K0104: Knowledge of Virtual Private Network (VPN) security.
K0106: Knowledge of what constitutes a network attack and a network attack’s relationship to both threats and vulnerabilities.
K0107: Knowledge of Insider Threat investigations, reporting, investigative tools and laws/regulations.
K0108: Knowledge of concepts, terminology, and operations of a wide range of communications media (computer and telephone networks, satellite, fiber,
wireless).
K0109: Knowledge of physical computer components and architectures, including the functions of various components and peripherals (e.g., CPUs, Network
Interface Cards, data storage).
K0110: Knowledge of adversarial tactics, techniques, and procedures.
K0111: Knowledge of network tools (e.g., ping, traceroute, nslookup)
K0112: Knowledge of defense-in-depth principles and network security architecture.
K0113: Knowledge of different types of network communication (e.g., LAN, WAN, MAN, WLAN, WWAN).
K0114: Knowledge of electronic devices (e.g., computer systems/components, access control devices, digital cameras, digital scanners, electronic organizers,
hard drives, memory cards, modems, network components, networked appliances, networked home control devices, printers, removable storage devices,
telephones, copiers, facsimile machines, etc.).
K0116: Knowledge of file extensions (e.g., .dll, .bat, .zip, .pcap, .gzip).
K0117: Knowledge of file system implementations (e.g., New Technology File System [NTFS], File Allocation Table [FAT], File Extension [EXT]).
K0118: Knowledge of processes for seizing and preserving digital evidence.
K0123: Knowledge of legal governance related to admissibility (e.g. Rules of Evidence).
K0125: Knowledge of processes for collecting, packaging, transporting, and storing electronic evidence while maintaining chain of custody.
K0126: Knowledge of Supply Chain Risk Management Practices (NIST SP 800-161)
K0128: Knowledge of types and collection of persistent data.
K0129: Knowledge of command-line tools (e.g., mkdir, mv, ls, passwd, grep).
K0130: Knowledge of virtualization technologies and virtual machine development and maintenance.
K0135: Knowledge of web filtering technologies.
K0136: Knowledge of the capabilities of different electronic communication systems and methods (e.g., e-mail, VOIP, IM, web forums, Direct Video
Broadcasts).
K0137: Knowledge of the range of existing networks (e.g., PBX, LANs, WANs, WIFI, SCADA).
K0138: Knowledge of Wi-Fi.
K0139: Knowledge of interpreted and compiled computer languages.
K0140: Knowledge of secure coding techniques.
K0142: Knowledge of collection management processes, capabilities, and limitations.
K0143: Knowledge of front-end collection systems, including traffic collection, filtering, and selection.
K0144: Knowledge of social dynamics of computer attackers in a global context.
K0146: Knowledge of the organization's core business/mission processes.
K0155: Knowledge of electronic evidence law.
K0156: Knowledge of legal rules of evidence and court procedure
K0157: Knowledge of cyber defense and information security policies, procedures, and regulations.
K0158: Knowledge of organizational information technology (IT) user security policies (e.g., account creation, password rules, access control).
K0159: Knowledge of Voice over IP (VoIP).
K0160: Knowledge of the common attack vectors on the network layer.
K0161: Knowledge of different classes of attacks (e.g., passive, active, insider, close-in, distribution attacks).
K0162: Knowledge of cyber attackers (e.g., script kiddies, insider threat, non-nation state sponsored, and nation sponsored).
K0167: Knowledge of system administration, network, and operating system hardening techniques.
K0168: Knowledge of applicable laws, statutes (e.g., in Titles 10, 18, 32, 50 in U.S. Code), Presidential Directives, executive branch guidelines, and/or
administrative/criminal legal guidelines and procedures.K0169: Knowledge of information technology (IT) supply chain security and supply chain risk
management policies, requirements, and procedures.
K0170: Knowledge of critical infrastructure systems with information communication technology that were designed without system security considerations.
K0177: Knowledge of cyber attack stages (e.g., reconnaissance, scanning, enumeration, gaining access, escalation of privileges, maintaining access, network
exploitation, covering tracks).
K0179: Knowledge of network security architecture concepts including topology, protocols, components, and principles (e.g., application of defense-in-depth).
K0180: Knowledge of network systems management principles, models, methods (e.g., end-to-end systems performance monitoring), and tools.
K0190: Knowledge of encryption methodologies.
K0191: Signature implementation impact for viruses, malware, and attacks.
K0192: Knowledge of Windows/Unix ports and services.
K0193: Knowledge of advanced data remediation security features in databases.
K0194: Knowledge of Cloud-based knowledge management technologies and concepts related to security, governance, procurement, and administration.
K0197: Knowledge of database access application programming interfaces (e.g., Java Database Connectivity [JDBC]).
K0199: Knowledge of security architecture concepts and enterprise architecture reference models (e.g., Zachman, Federal Enterprise Architecture [FEA]).
K0200: Knowledge of service management concepts for networks and related standards (e.g., Information Technology Infrastructure Library, current version
[ITIL]).
K0201: Knowledge of symmetric key rotation techniques and concepts.
K0203: Knowledge of security models (e.g., Bell-LaPadula model, Biba integrity model, Clark-Wilson integrity model).
K0205: Knowledge of basic system, network, and OS hardening techniques.

K0126: Knowledge of Supply Chain Risk Management Practices (NIST SP 800-161)
K0128: Knowledge of types and collection of persistent data.
K0129: Knowledge of command-line tools (e.g., mkdir, mv, ls, passwd, grep).
K0130: Knowledge of virtualization technologies and virtual machine development and maintenance.
K0135: Knowledge of web filtering technologies.
K0136: Knowledge of the capabilities of different electronic communication systems and methods (e.g., e-mail, VOIP, IM, web forums, Direct Video
Broadcasts).
K0137: Knowledge of the range of existing networks (e.g., PBX, LANs, WANs, WIFI, SCADA).
K0138: Knowledge of Wi-Fi.
K0139: Knowledge of interpreted and compiled computer languages.
K0140: Knowledge of secure coding techniques.
K0142: Knowledge of collection management processes, capabilities, and limitations.
K0143: Knowledge of front-end collection systems, including traffic collection, filtering, and selection.
K0144: Knowledge of social dynamics of computer attackers in a global context.
K0146: Knowledge of the organization's core business/mission processes.
K0155: Knowledge of electronic evidence law.
K0156: Knowledge of legal rules of evidence and court procedure
K0157: Knowledge of cyber defense and information security policies, procedures, and regulations.
K0158: Knowledge of organizational information technology (IT) user security policies (e.g., account creation, password rules, access control).
K0159: Knowledge of Voice over IP (VoIP).
K0160: Knowledge of the common attack vectors on the network layer.
K0161: Knowledge of different classes of attacks (e.g., passive, active, insider, close-in, distribution attacks).
K0162: Knowledge of cyber attackers (e.g., script kiddies, insider threat, non-nation state sponsored, and nation sponsored).
K0167: Knowledge of system administration, network, and operating system hardening techniques.
K0168: Knowledge of applicable laws, statutes (e.g., in Titles 10, 18, 32, 50 in U.S. Code), Presidential Directives, executive branch guidelines, and/or
administrative/criminal legal guidelines and procedures.K0169: Knowledge of information technology (IT) supply chain security and supply chain risk
management policies, requirements, and procedures.
K0170: Knowledge of critical infrastructure systems with information communication technology that were designed without system security considerations.
K0177: Knowledge of cyber attack stages (e.g., reconnaissance, scanning, enumeration, gaining access, escalation of privileges, maintaining access, network
exploitation, covering tracks).
K0179: Knowledge of network security architecture concepts including topology, protocols, components, and principles (e.g., application of defense-in-depth).
K0180: Knowledge of network systems management principles, models, methods (e.g., end-to-end systems performance monitoring), and tools.
K0190: Knowledge of encryption methodologies.
K0191: Signature implementation impact for viruses, malware, and attacks.
K0192: Knowledge of Windows/Unix ports and services.
K0193: Knowledge of advanced data remediation security features in databases.
K0194: Knowledge of Cloud-based knowledge management technologies and concepts related to security, governance, procurement, and administration.
K0197: Knowledge of database access application programming interfaces (e.g., Java Database Connectivity [JDBC]).
K0199: Knowledge of security architecture concepts and enterprise architecture reference models (e.g., Zachman, Federal Enterprise Architecture [FEA]).
K0200: Knowledge of service management concepts for networks and related standards (e.g., Information Technology Infrastructure Library, current version
[ITIL]).
K0201: Knowledge of symmetric key rotation techniques and concepts.
K0203: Knowledge of security models (e.g., Bell-LaPadula model, Biba integrity model, Clark-Wilson integrity model).
K0205: Knowledge of basic system, network, and OS hardening techniques.
K0209: Knowledge of covert communication techniques.
K0210: Knowledge of data backup and restoration concepts.
K0221: Knowledge of OSI model and underlying network protocols (e.g., TCP/IP).
K0222: Knowledge of relevant laws, legal authorities, restrictions, and regulations pertaining to cyber defense activities.
K0224: Knowledge of system administration concepts for operating systems such as but not limited to Unix/Linux, IOS, Android, and Windows operating
systems
K0227: Knowledge of various types of computer architectures.
K0229: Knowledge of applications that can log errors, exceptions, and application faults and logging.
K0230: Knowledge of cloud service models and how those models can limit incident response.
K0231: Knowledge of crisis management protocols, processes, and techniques.
K0236: Knowledge of how to utilize Hadoop, Java, Python, SQL, Hive, and PIG to explore data.
K0237: Knowledge of industry best practices for service desk.
K0238: Knowledge of machine learning theory and principles.
K0242: Knowledge of organizational security policies.
K0244: Knowledge of physical and physiological behaviors that may indicate suspicious or abnormal activity.
K0247: Knowledge of remote access processes, tools, and capabilities related to customer support.
K0251: Knowledge of the judicial process, including the presentation of facts and evidence.
K0258: Knowledge of test procedures, principles, and methodologies (e.g., Capabilities and Maturity Model Integration (CMMI)).
K0259: Knowledge of malware analysis concepts and methodologies.
K0260: Knowledge of Personally Identifiable Information (PII) data security standards.
K0261: Knowledge of Payment Card Industry (PCI) data security standards.
K0262: Knowledge of Personal Health Information (PHI) data security standards.
K0263: Knowledge of information technology (IT) risk management policies, requirements, and procedures.
K0265: Knowledge of infrastructure supporting information technology (IT) for safety, performance, and reliability.
K0266: Knowledge of how to evaluate the trustworthiness of the supplier and/or product.
K0267: Knowledge of laws, policies, procedures, or governance relevant to cybersecurity for critical infrastructures.
K0274: Knowledge of transmission records (e.g., Bluetooth, Radio Frequency Identification (RFID), Infrared Networking (IR), Wireless Fidelity (Wi-Fi). paging,
cellular, satellite dishes, Voice over Internet Protocol (VoIP)), and jamming techniques that enable transmission of undesirable information, or prevent
installed systems from operating
K0275: Knowledge of configuration management techniques.
K0276: Knowledge of security management.
K0280: Knowledge of systems engineering theories, concepts, and methods. correctly.
K0281: Knowledge of information technology (IT) service catalogues.
K0284: Knowledge of developing and applying user credential management system.
K0285: Knowledge of implementing enterprise key escrow systems to support data-at-rest encryption.
K0287: Knowledge of an organization's information classification program and procedures for information compromise.
K0289: Knowledge of system/server diagnostic tools and fault identification techniques.
K0290: Knowledge of systems security testing and evaluation methods.
K0292: Knowledge of the operations and processes for incident, problem, and event management.
K0294: Knowledge of IT system operation, maintenance, and security needed to keep equipment functioning properly.
K0295: Knowledge of confidentiality, integrity, and availability principles.
K0297: Knowledge of countermeasure design for identified security risks.
K0300: Knowledge of network mapping and recreating network topologies.
K0301: Knowledge of packet-level analysis using appropriate tools (e.g., Wireshark, tcpdump).
K0302: Knowledge of the basic operation of computers.
K0303: Knowledge of the use of sub-netting tools.
K0308: Knowledge of cryptology.
K0317: Knowledge of procedures used for documenting and querying reported incidents, problems, and events.
K0318: Knowledge of operating system command-line tools.
K0322: Knowledge of embedded systems.
K0324: Knowledge of Intrusion Detection System (IDS)/Intrusion Prevention System (IPS) tools and applications.
K0325: Knowledge of Information Theory (e.g., source coding, channel coding, algorithm complexity theory, and data compression).
K0330: Knowledge of successful capabilities to identify the solutions to less common and more complex system problems.
K0332: Knowledge of network protocols such as TCP/IP, Dynamic Host Configuration, Domain Name System (DNS), and directory services.
K0333: Knowledge of network design processes, to include understanding of security objectives, operational objectives, and trade-offs.
K0334: Knowledge of network traffic analysis (tools, methodologies, processes).
K0339: Knowledge of how to use network analysis tools to identify vulnerabilities.
K0342: Knowledge of penetration testing principles, tools, and techniques.
K0344: Knowledge of an organization’s threat environment.
K0346: Knowledge of principles and methods for integrating system components.
K0351: Knowledge of applicable statutes, laws, regulations and policies governing cyber targeting and exploitation.
K0420: Knowledge of database theory.
K0565: Knowledge of the common networking and routing protocols (e.g. TCP/IP), services (e.g., web, mail, DNS), and how they interact to provide network
communications.
K0622: Knowledge of controls related to the use, processing, storage, and transmission of data.
K0624: Knowledge of Application Security Risks (e.g. Open Web Application Security Project Top 10 list)

K0624: Knowledge of Application Security Risks (e.g. Open Web Application Security Project Top 10 list)

MACE

A0013: Ability to communicate complex information, concepts, or ideas in a confident and
well-organized manner through verbal, written, and/or visual means.
A0015: Ability to conduct vulnerability scans and recognize vulnerabilities in security
systems.
A0018: Ability to prepare and present briefings.
A0019: Ability to produce technical documentation.
A0022: Ability to apply principles of adult learning.
A0024: Ability to develop clear directions and instructional materials.
A0032: Ability to develop curriculum for use within a virtual environment.
A0054: Ability to apply the Instructional System Design (ISD) methodology.
A0055: Ability to operate common network tools (e.g., ping, traceroute, nslookup).
A0057: Ability to tailor curriculum that speaks to the topic at the appropriate level for the
target audience.
A0058: Ability to execute OS command line (e.g., ipconfig, netstat, dir, nbtstat).
A0063: Ability to operate different electronic communication systems and methods (e.g., email, VOIP, IM, web forums, Direct Video Broadcasts).
A0070: Ability to apply critical reading/thinking skills.
A0083: Ability to evaluate information for reliability, validity, and relevance.
A0089: Ability to function in a collaborative environment, seeking continuous consultation
with other analysts and experts—both internal and external to the organization—to leverage
analytical and technical expertise.
A0105: Ability to tailor technical and planning information to a customer’s level of
understanding.
A0106: Ability to think critically.
A0112: Ability to monitor advancements in information privacy technologies to ensure
organizational adaptation and compliance.
A0114: Ability to develop or procure curriculum that speaks to the topic at the appropriate
level for the target.
A0118: Ability to understand technology, management, and leadership issues related to
organization processes and problem solving.
A0119: Ability to understand the basic concepts and issues related to cyber and its
organizational impact.
A0171: Ability to conduct training and education needs assessment.

K0001: Knowledge of computer networking concepts and protocols, and network security methodologies.
K0002: Knowledge of risk management processes (e.g., methods for assessing and mitigating risk).
K0003: Knowledge of laws, regulations, policies, and ethics as they relate to cybersecurity and privacy.
K0004: Knowledge of cybersecurity and privacy principles.
K0005: Knowledge of cyber threats and vulnerabilities.
K0006: Knowledge of specific operational impacts of cybersecurity lapses.
K0059: Knowledge of new and emerging information technology (IT) and cybersecurity technologies.
K0124: Knowledge of multiple cognitive domains and tools and methods applicable for learning in each domain.
K0146: Knowledge of the organization's core business/mission processes.
K0147: Knowledge of emerging security issues, risks, and vulnerabilities.
K0204: Knowledge of learning assessment techniques (rubrics, evaluation plans, tests, quizzes).
K0208: Knowledge of computer based training and e-learning services.
K0213: Knowledge of instructional design and evaluation models (e.g., ADDIE, Smith/Ragan model, Gagne’s Events of Instruction, Kirkpatrick’s model of
evaluation).
K0216: Knowledge of learning levels (i.e., Bloom’s Taxonomy of learning).
K0217: Knowledge of Learning Management Systems and their use in managing learning.
K0220: Knowledge of modes of learning (e.g., rote learning, observation).
K0239: Knowledge of media production, communication, and dissemination techniques and methods, including alternative ways to inform via written, oral,
and visual media.
K0243: Knowledge of organizational training and education policies, processes, and procedures.
K0245: Knowledge of principles and processes for conducting training and education needs assessment.
K0246: Knowledge of relevant concepts, procedures, software, equipment, and technology applications.
K0250: Knowledge of Test & Evaluation processes for learners.
K0252: Knowledge of training and education principles and methods for curriculum design, teaching and instruction for individuals and groups, and the
measurement of training and education effects.
K0287: Knowledge of an organization's information classification program and procedures for information compromise.
K0628: Knowledge of cyber competitions as a way of developing skills by providing hands-on experience in simulated, real-world situations.

3D Printing & CAD

A0001: Ability to identify systemic security issues based on the analysis of vulnerability and
configuration data.
A0018: Ability to prepare and present briefings.
A0019: Ability to produce technical documentation.
A0170: Ability to identify critical infrastructure systems with information communication
technology that were designed without system security considerations.

K0001: Knowledge of computer networking concepts and protocols, and network security methodologies.
K0002: Knowledge of risk management processes (e.g., methods for assessing and mitigating risk).
K0003: Knowledge of laws, regulations, policies, and ethics as they relate to cybersecurity and privacy.
K0004: Knowledge of cybersecurity and privacy principles.
K0005: Knowledge of cyber threats and vulnerabilities.
K0006: Knowledge of specific operational impacts of cybersecurity lapses.
K0009: Knowledge of application vulnerabilities.
K0019: Knowledge of cryptography and cryptographic key management concepts
K0059: Knowledge of new and emerging information technology (IT) and cybersecurity technologies.
K0090: Knowledge of system life cycle management principles, including software security and usability.
K0126: Knowledge of Supply Chain Risk Management Practices (NIST SP 800-161)
K0169: Knowledge of information technology (IT) supply chain security and supply chain risk management policies, requirements, and procedures.
K0170: Knowledge of critical infrastructure systems with information communication technology that were designed without system security considerations.
K0171: Knowledge of hardware reverse engineering techniques.
K0172: Knowledge of middleware (e.g., enterprise service bus and message queuing).
K0174: Knowledge of networking protocols.
K0175: Knowledge of software reverse engineering techniques.
K0176: Knowledge of Extensible Markup Language (XML) schemas.
K0179: Knowledge of network security architecture concepts including topology, protocols, components, and principles (e.g., application of defense-in-depth).
K0202: Knowledge of the application firewall concepts and functions (e.g., Single point of authentication/audit/policy enforcement, message scanning for
malicious content, data anonymization for PCI and PII compliance, data loss protection scanning, accelerated cryptographic operations, SSL security,
REST/JSON processing).
K0209: Knowledge of covert communication techniques.
K0267: Knowledge of laws, policies, procedures, or governance relevant to cybersecurity for critical infrastructures.
K0268: Knowledge of forensic footprint identification.
K0269: Knowledge of mobile communications architecture.
K0271: Knowledge of operating system structures and internals (e.g., process management, directory structure, installed applications).
K0272: Knowledge of network analysis tools used to identify software communications vulnerabilities.
K0288: Knowledge of industry standard security models.
K0296: Knowledge of capabilities, applications, and potential vulnerabilities of network equipment including hubs, routers, switches, bridges, servers,
transmission media, and related hardware.
K0310: Knowledge of hacking methodologies.
K0314: Knowledge of industry technologies’ potential cybersecurity vulnerabilities.
K0321: Knowledge of engineering concepts as applied to computer architecture and associated computer hardware/software.
K0342: Knowledge of penetration testing principles, tools, and techniques.
K0499: Knowledge of operations security.

Arduino & Rasperry Pi Projects

A0001: Ability to identify systemic security issues based on the analysis of vulnerability and
configuration data.
A0018: Ability to prepare and present briefings.
A0019: Ability to produce technical documentation.
A0170: Ability to identify critical infrastructure systems with information communication
technology that were designed without system security considerations.

K0001: Knowledge of computer networking concepts and protocols, and network security methodologies.
K0002: Knowledge of risk management processes (e.g., methods for assessing and mitigating risk).
K0003: Knowledge of laws, regulations, policies, and ethics as they relate to cybersecurity and privacy.
K0004: Knowledge of cybersecurity and privacy principles.
K0005: Knowledge of cyber threats and vulnerabilities.
K0006: Knowledge of specific operational impacts of cybersecurity lapses.
K0009: Knowledge of application vulnerabilities.
K0019: Knowledge of cryptography and cryptographic key management concepts
K0059: Knowledge of new and emerging information technology (IT) and cybersecurity technologies.
K0090: Knowledge of system life cycle management principles, including software security and usability.
K0126: Knowledge of Supply Chain Risk Management Practices (NIST SP 800-161)
K0169: Knowledge of information technology (IT) supply chain security and supply chain risk management policies, requirements, and procedures.
K0170: Knowledge of critical infrastructure systems with information communication technology that were designed without system security considerations.
K0171: Knowledge of hardware reverse engineering techniques.
K0172: Knowledge of middleware (e.g., enterprise service bus and message queuing).
K0174: Knowledge of networking protocols.
K0175: Knowledge of software reverse engineering techniques.
K0176: Knowledge of Extensible Markup Language (XML) schemas.
K0179: Knowledge of network security architecture concepts including topology, protocols, components, and principles (e.g., application of defense-in-depth).
K0202: Knowledge of the application firewall concepts and functions (e.g., Single point of authentication/audit/policy enforcement, message scanning for
malicious content, data anonymization for PCI and PII compliance, data loss protection scanning, accelerated cryptographic operations, SSL security,
REST/JSON processing).
K0209: Knowledge of covert communication techniques.
K0267: Knowledge of laws, policies, procedures, or governance relevant to cybersecurity for critical infrastructures.
K0268: Knowledge of forensic footprint identification.
K0269: Knowledge of mobile communications architecture.
K0271: Knowledge of operating system structures and internals (e.g., process management, directory structure, installed applications).
K0272: Knowledge of network analysis tools used to identify software communications vulnerabilities.
K0288: Knowledge of industry standard security models.
K0296: Knowledge of capabilities, applications, and potential vulnerabilities of network equipment including hubs, routers, switches, bridges, servers,
transmission media, and related hardware.
K0310: Knowledge of hacking methodologies.
K0314: Knowledge of industry technologies’ potential cybersecurity vulnerabilities.
K0321: Knowledge of engineering concepts as applied to computer architecture and associated computer hardware/software.
K0342: Knowledge of penetration testing principles, tools, and techniques.
K0499: Knowledge of operations security.

Network Basics

A0001: Ability to identify systemic security issues based on the analysis of vulnerability and
configuration data.
A0005: Ability to decrypt digital data collections.
A0010: Ability to analyze malware.
A0015: Ability to conduct vulnerability scans and recognize vulnerabilities in security
systems.
A0025: Ability to accurately define incidents, problems, and events in the trouble ticketing
system.
A0034: Ability to develop, update, and/or maintain standard operating procedures (SOPs).
A0043: Ability to conduct forensic analyses in and for both Windows and Unix/Linux
environments.
A0044: Ability to apply programming language structures (e.g., source code review) and
logic.
A0052: Ability to operate network equipment including hubs, routers, switches, bridges,
servers, transmission media, and related hardware.
A0055: Ability to operate common network tools (e.g., ping, traceroute, nslookup).
A0058: Ability to execute OS command line (e.g., ipconfig, netstat, dir, nbtstat).
A0059: Ability to operate the organization's LAN/WAN pathways.
A0062: Ability to monitor measures or indicators of system performance and availability.
A0063: Ability to operate different electronic communication systems and methods (e.g., email, VOIP, IM, web forums, Direct Video Broadcasts).
A0065: Ability to monitor traffic flows across the network.
A0066: Ability to accurately and completely source all data used in intelligence, assessment
and/or planning products.
A0120: Ability to share meaningful insights about the context of an organization’s threat
environment that improve its risk management posture.
A0121: Ability to design incident response for cloud service models.
A0122: Ability to design capabilities to find solutions to less common and more complex
system problems.
A0123: Ability to apply cybersecurity and privacy principles to organizational requirements
(relevant to confidentiality, integrity, availability, authentication, non-repudiation).
A0128: Ability to apply techniques for detecting host and network-based intrusions using
intrusion detectionA0154: Ability to conduct a comprehensive assessment of the
management, operational, and technical security controls and control enhancements
employed within or inherited by a system to determine the effectiveness of the controls (i.e.,
the extent to which the security controls are implemented correctly, operating as intended,
and producing the desired outcome with respect to meeting the security requirements for
the system).
A0158: Ability to ensure that functional and security requirements are appropriately
addressed in a contract and that the contractor meets the functional and security
requirements as stated in the contract. technologies.
A0159: Ability to interpret the information collected by network tools (e.g. Nslookup, Ping,
and Traceroute).

K0001: Knowledge of computer networking concepts and protocols, and network security methodologies.
K0002: Knowledge of risk management processes (e.g., methods for assessing and mitigating risk).
K0003: Knowledge of laws, regulations, policies, and ethics as they relate to cybersecurity and privacy.
K0004: Knowledge of cybersecurity and privacy principles.
K0005: Knowledge of cyber threats and vulnerabilities.
K0006: Knowledge of specific operational impacts of cybersecurity lapses.
K0007: Knowledge of authentication, authorization, and access control methods.
K0009: Knowledge of application vulnerabilities.
K0010: Knowledge of communication methods, principles, and concepts that support the network infrastructure.
K0011: Knowledge of capabilities and applications of network equipment including routers, switches, bridges, servers, transmission media, and related
hardware.
K0013: Knowledge of cyber defense and vulnerability assessment tools and their capabilities.
K0015: Knowledge of computer algorithms.
K0018: Knowledge of encryption algorithms
K0019: Knowledge of cryptography and cryptographic key management concepts
K0021: Knowledge of data backup and recovery.
K0024: Knowledge of database systems.
K0026: Knowledge of business continuity and disaster recovery continuity of operations plans.
K0033: Knowledge of host/network access control mechanisms (e.g., access control list, capabilities lists).
K0029: Knowledge of organization's Local and Wide Area Network connections.
K0034: Knowledge of network services and protocols interactions that provide network communications.
K0038: Knowledge of cybersecurity and privacy principles used to manage risks related to the use, processing, storage, and transmission of information or
data.
K0040: Knowledge of vulnerability information dissemination sources (e.g., alerts, advisories, errata, and bulletins).
K0041: Knowledge of incident categories, incident responses, and timelines for responses.
K0042: Knowledge of incident response and handling methodologies.
K0044: Knowledge of cybersecurity and privacy principles and organizational requirements (relevant to confidentiality, integrity, availability, authentication,
non-repudiation).
K0046: Knowledge of intrusion detection methodologies and techniques for detecting host and network-based intrusions.
K0049: Knowledge of information technology (IT) security principles and methods (e.g., firewalls, demilitarized zones, encryption).
K0050: Knowledge of local area and wide area networking principles and concepts including bandwidth management
K0053: Knowledge of measures or indicators of system performance and availability.
K0056: Knowledge of network access, identity, and access management (e.g., public key infrastructure, Oauth, OpenID, SAML, SPML).
K0058: Knowledge of network traffic analysis methods.
K0059: Knowledge of new and emerging information technology (IT) and cybersecurity technologies.
K0060: Knowledge of operating systems.
K0061: Knowledge of how traffic flows across the network (e.g., Transmission Control Protocol [TCP] and Internet Protocol [IP], Open System Interconnection
Model [OSI], Information Technology Infrastructure Library, current version [ITIL]).
K0062: Knowledge of packet-level analysis.
K0064: Knowledge of performance tuning tools and techniques.
K0065: Knowledge of policy-based and risk adaptive access controls.
K0068: Knowledge of programming language structures and logic.
K0070: Knowledge of system and application security threats and vulnerabilities (e.g., buffer overflow, mobile code, cross-site scripting, Procedural
Language/Structured Query Language [PL/SQL] and injections, race conditions, covert channel, replay, return-oriented attacks, malicious code).
K0071: Knowledge of remote access technology concepts.
K0074: Knowledge of key concepts in security management (e.g., Release Management, Patch Management).
K0075: Knowledge of security system design tools, methods, and techniques.
K0076: Knowledge of server administration and systems engineering theories, concepts, and methods.
K0077: Knowledge of server and client operating systems.
K0078: Knowledge of server diagnostic tools and fault identification techniques.
K0088: Knowledge of systems administration concepts.
K0089: Knowledge of systems diagnostic tools and fault identification techniques.
K0093: Knowledge of telecommunications concepts (e.g., Communications channel, Systems Link Budgeting, Spectral efficiency, Multiplexing).
K0098: Knowledge of the cyber defense Service Provider reporting structure and processes within one’s own organization.K0100: Knowledge of the enterprise
information technology (IT) architecture.
K0103: Knowledge of the type and frequency of routine hardware maintenance.
K0104: Knowledge of Virtual Private Network (VPN) security.
K0106: Knowledge of what constitutes a network attack and a network attack’s relationship to both threats and vulnerabilities.
K0107: Knowledge of Insider Threat investigations, reporting, investigative tools and laws/regulations.
K0108: Knowledge of concepts, terminology, and operations of a wide range of communications media (computer and telephone networks, satellite, fiber,
wireless).
K0109: Knowledge of physical computer components and architectures, including the functions of various components and peripherals (e.g., CPUs, Network
Interface Cards, data storage).
K0110: Knowledge of adversarial tactics, techniques, and procedures.
K0111: Knowledge of network tools (e.g., ping, traceroute, nslookup)
K0112: Knowledge of defense-in-depth principles and network security architecture.
K0113: Knowledge of different types of network communication (e.g., LAN, WAN, MAN, WLAN, WWAN).
K0114: Knowledge of electronic devices (e.g., computer systems/components, access control devices, digital cameras, digital scanners, electronic organizers,
hard drives, memory cards, modems, network components, networked appliances, networked home control devices, printers, removable storage devices,
telephones, copiers, facsimile machines, etc.).
K0116: Knowledge of file extensions (e.g., .dll, .bat, .zip, .pcap, .gzip).
K0116: Knowledge of file extensions (e.g., .dll, .bat, .zip, .pcap, .gzip).
K0117: Knowledge of file system implementations (e.g., New Technology File System [NTFS], File Allocation Table [FAT], File Extension [EXT]).
K0118: Knowledge of processes for seizing and preserving digital evidence.
K0119: Knowledge of hacking methodologies.
K0122: Knowledge of investigative implications of hardware, Operating Systems, and network technologies.
K0123: Knowledge of legal governance related to admissibility (e.g. Rules of Evidence).
K0125: Knowledge of processes for collecting, packaging, transporting, and storing electronic evidence while maintaining chain of custody.
K0128: Knowledge of types and collection of persistent data.

K0075: Knowledge of security system design tools, methods, and techniques.
K0076: Knowledge of server administration and systems engineering theories, concepts, and methods.
K0077: Knowledge of server and client operating systems.
K0078: Knowledge of server diagnostic tools and fault identification techniques.
K0088: Knowledge of systems administration concepts.
K0089: Knowledge of systems diagnostic tools and fault identification techniques.
K0093: Knowledge of telecommunications concepts (e.g., Communications channel, Systems Link Budgeting, Spectral efficiency, Multiplexing).
K0098: Knowledge of the cyber defense Service Provider reporting structure and processes within one’s own organization.K0100: Knowledge of the enterprise
information technology (IT) architecture.
K0103: Knowledge of the type and frequency of routine hardware maintenance.
K0104: Knowledge of Virtual Private Network (VPN) security.
K0106: Knowledge of what constitutes a network attack and a network attack’s relationship to both threats and vulnerabilities.
K0107: Knowledge of Insider Threat investigations, reporting, investigative tools and laws/regulations.
K0108: Knowledge of concepts, terminology, and operations of a wide range of communications media (computer and telephone networks, satellite, fiber,
wireless).
K0109: Knowledge of physical computer components and architectures, including the functions of various components and peripherals (e.g., CPUs, Network
Interface Cards, data storage).
K0110: Knowledge of adversarial tactics, techniques, and procedures.
K0111: Knowledge of network tools (e.g., ping, traceroute, nslookup)
K0112: Knowledge of defense-in-depth principles and network security architecture.
K0113: Knowledge of different types of network communication (e.g., LAN, WAN, MAN, WLAN, WWAN).
K0114: Knowledge of electronic devices (e.g., computer systems/components, access control devices, digital cameras, digital scanners, electronic organizers,
hard drives, memory cards, modems, network components, networked appliances, networked home control devices, printers, removable storage devices,
telephones, copiers, facsimile machines, etc.).
K0116: Knowledge of file extensions (e.g., .dll, .bat, .zip, .pcap, .gzip).
K0116: Knowledge of file extensions (e.g., .dll, .bat, .zip, .pcap, .gzip).
K0117: Knowledge of file system implementations (e.g., New Technology File System [NTFS], File Allocation Table [FAT], File Extension [EXT]).
K0118: Knowledge of processes for seizing and preserving digital evidence.
K0119: Knowledge of hacking methodologies.
K0122: Knowledge of investigative implications of hardware, Operating Systems, and network technologies.
K0123: Knowledge of legal governance related to admissibility (e.g. Rules of Evidence).
K0125: Knowledge of processes for collecting, packaging, transporting, and storing electronic evidence while maintaining chain of custody.
K0128: Knowledge of types and collection of persistent data.
K0130: Knowledge of virtualization technologies and virtual machine development and maintenance.
K0131: Knowledge of web mail collection, searching/analyzing techniques, tools, and cookies.
K0132: Knowledge of which system files (e.g., log files, registry files, configuration files) contain relevant information and where to find those system files.
K0133: Knowledge of types of digital forensics data and how to recognize them.
K0134: Knowledge of deployable forensics.
K0135: Knowledge of web filtering technologies.
K0136: Knowledge of the capabilities of different electronic communication systems and methods (e.g., e-mail, VOIP, IM, web forums, Direct Video
Broadcasts).
K0137: Knowledge of the range of existing networks (e.g., PBX, LANs, WANs, WIFI, SCADA).
K0138: Knowledge of Wi-Fi.
K0139: Knowledge of interpreted and compiled computer languages.
K0142: Knowledge of collection management processes, capabilities, and limitations.
K0143: Knowledge of front-end collection systems, including traffic collection, filtering, and selection.
K0145: Knowledge of security event correlation tools.
K0155: Knowledge of electronic evidence law.
K0156: Knowledge of legal rules of evidence and court procedure.
K0157: Knowledge of cyber defense and information security policies, procedures, and regulations.
K0158: Knowledge of organizational information technology (IT) user security policies (e.g., account creation, password rules, access control).
K0159: Knowledge of Voice over IP (VoIP).
K0160: Knowledge of the common attack vectors on the network layer.
K0161: Knowledge of different classes of attacks (e.g., passive, active, insider, close-in, distribution attacks).
K0162: Knowledge of cyber attackers (e.g., script kiddies, insider threat, non-nation state sponsored, and nation sponsored).
K0167: Knowledge of system administration, network, and operating system hardening techniques.
K0168: Knowledge of applicable laws, statutes (e.g., in Titles 10, 18, 32, 50 in U.S. Code), Presidential Directives, executive branch guidelines, and/or
administrative/criminal legal guidelines and procedures.
K0177: Knowledge of cyber attack stages (e.g., reconnaissance, scanning, enumeration, gaining access, escalation of privileges, maintaining access, network
exploitation, covering tracks).
K0179: Knowledge of network security architecture concepts including topology, protocols, components, and principles (e.g., application of defense-in-depth).
K0180: Knowledge of network systems management principles, models, methods (e.g., end-to-end systems performance monitoring), and tools.
K0182: Knowledge of data carving tools and techniques (e.g., Foremost).
K0183: Knowledge of reverse engineering concepts.
K0184: Knowledge of anti-forensics tactics, techniques, and procedures.
K0185: Knowledge of forensics lab design configuration and support applications (e.g., VMWare, Wireshark).
K0186: Knowledge of debugging procedures and tools.
K0187: Knowledge of file type abuse by adversaries for anomalous behavior.
K0188: Knowledge of malware analysis tools (e.g., Oily Debug, Ida Pro).
K0189: Knowledge of malware with virtual machine detection (e.g. virtual aware malware, debugger aware malware, and unpacked malware that looks for
VM-related strings in your computer’s display device).
K0190: Knowledge of encryption methodologies.
K0191: Signature implementation impact for viruses, malware, and attacks.
K0192: Knowledge of Windows/Unix ports and services. K0200: Knowledge of service management concepts for networks and related standards (e.g.,
Information Technology Infrastructure Library, current version [ITIL]).
K0194: Knowledge of Cloud-based knowledge management technologies and concepts related to security, governance, procurement, and administration.
K0201: Knowledge of symmetric key rotation techniques and concepts.
K0203: Knowledge of security models (e.g., Bell-LaPadula model, Biba integrity model, Clark-Wilson integrity model).
K0205: Knowledge of basic system, network, and OS hardening techniques.
K0206: Knowledge of ethical hacking principles and techniques.
K0210: Knowledge of data backup and restoration concepts.
K0221: Knowledge of OSI model and underlying network protocols (e.g., TCP/IP).
K0222: Knowledge of relevant laws, legal authorities, restrictions, and regulations pertaining to cyber defense activities.
K0224: Knowledge of system administration concepts for operating systems such as but not limited to Unix/Linux, IOS, Android, and Windows operating
systems.
K0230: Knowledge of cloud service models and how those models can limit incident response.
K0237: Knowledge of industry best practices for service desk.
K0242: Knowledge of organizational security policies.
K0247: Knowledge of remote access processes, tools, and capabilities related to customer support.
K0254: Knowledge of binary analysis.
K0255: Knowledge of network architecture concepts including topology, protocols, and components.
K0258: Knowledge of test procedures, principles, and methodologies (e.g., Capabilities and Maturity Model Integration (CMMI)).
K0259: Knowledge of malware analysis concepts and methodologies.
K0260: Knowledge of Personally Identifiable Information (PII) data security standards.
K0261: Knowledge of Payment Card Industry (PCI) data security standards.
K0262: Knowledge of Personal Health Information (PHI) data security standards.
K0265: Knowledge of infrastructure supporting information technology (IT) for safety, performance, and reliability.
K0274: Knowledge of transmission records (e.g., Bluetooth, Radio Frequency Identification (RFID), Infrared Networking (IR), Wireless Fidelity (Wi-Fi). paging,
cellular, satellite dishes, Voice over Internet Protocol (VoIP)), and jamming techniques that enable transmission of undesirable information, or prevent
installed systems from operating correctly.
K0280: Knowledge of systems engineering theories, concepts, and methods.
K0287: Knowledge of an organization's information classification program and procedures for information compromise.
K0289: Knowledge of system/server diagnostic tools and fault identification techniques.
K0290: Knowledge of systems security testing and evaluation methods.
K0292: Knowledge of the operations and processes for incident, problem, and event management.
K0294: Knowledge of IT system operation, maintenance, and security needed to keep equipment functioning properly.
K0297: Knowledge of countermeasure design for identified security risks.
K0300: Knowledge of network mapping and recreating network topologies.
K0301: Knowledge of packet-level analysis using appropriate tools (e.g., Wireshark, tcpdump).
K0302: Knowledge of the basic operation of computers.
K0303: Knowledge of the use of sub-netting tools.
K0304: Knowledge of concepts and practices of processing digital forensic data.
K0308: Knowledge of cryptology.
K0317: Knowledge of procedures used for documenting and querying reported incidents, problems, and events.
K0318: Knowledge of operating system command-line tools.
K0322: Knowledge of embedded systems.
K0324: Knowledge of Intrusion Detection System (IDS)/Intrusion Prevention System (IPS) tools and applications.
K0330: Knowledge of successful capabilities to identify the solutions to less common and more complex system problems.
K0332: Knowledge of network protocols such as TCP/IP, Dynamic Host Configuration, Domain Name System (DNS), and directory services.
K0334: Knowledge of network traffic analysis (tools, methodologies, processes).
K0339: Knowledge of how to use network analysis tools to identify vulnerabilities.
K0342: Knowledge of penetration testing principles, tools, and techniques.
K0346: Knowledge of principles and methods for integrating system components.
K0347: Knowledge and understanding of operational design.
K0565: Knowledge of the common networking and routing protocols (e.g. TCP/IP), services (e.g., web, mail, DNS), and how they interact to provide network
communications.
K0622: Knowledge of controls related to the use, processing, storage, and transmission of data.

K0302: Knowledge of the basic operation of computers.
K0303: Knowledge of the use of sub-netting tools.
K0304: Knowledge of concepts and practices of processing digital forensic data.
K0308: Knowledge of cryptology.
K0317: Knowledge of procedures used for documenting and querying reported incidents, problems, and events.
K0318: Knowledge of operating system command-line tools.
K0322: Knowledge of embedded systems.
K0324: Knowledge of Intrusion Detection System (IDS)/Intrusion Prevention System (IPS) tools and applications.
K0330: Knowledge of successful capabilities to identify the solutions to less common and more complex system problems.
K0332: Knowledge of network protocols such as TCP/IP, Dynamic Host Configuration, Domain Name System (DNS), and directory services.
K0334: Knowledge of network traffic analysis (tools, methodologies, processes).
K0339: Knowledge of how to use network analysis tools to identify vulnerabilities.
K0342: Knowledge of penetration testing principles, tools, and techniques.
K0346: Knowledge of principles and methods for integrating system components.
K0347: Knowledge and understanding of operational design.
K0565: Knowledge of the common networking and routing protocols (e.g. TCP/IP), services (e.g., web, mail, DNS), and how they interact to provide network
communications.
K0622: Knowledge of controls related to the use, processing, storage, and transmission of data.
K0624: Knowledge of Application Security Risks (e.g. Open Web Application Security Project Top 10 list)

DoD Etiquette and Structure

A0033: Ability to develop policy, plans, and strategy in compliance with laws, regulations,
policies, and standards in support of organizational cyber activities.
A0070: Ability to apply critical reading/thinking skills.
A0085: Ability to exercise judgment when policies are not well-defined.
A0094: Ability to interpret and apply laws, regulations, policies, and guidance relevant to
organization cyber objectives.
A0105: Ability to tailor technical and planning information to a customer’s level of
understanding.
A0106: Ability to think critically.
A0116: Ability to prioritize and allocate cybersecurity resources correctly and efficiently.
A0117: Ability to relate strategy, business, and technology in the context of organizational
dynamics.
A0118: Ability to understand technology, management, and leadership issues related to
organization processes and problem solving.
A0119: Ability to understand the basic concepts and issues related to cyber and its
organizational impact.
A0129: Ability to ensure information security management processes are integrated with
strategic and operational planning processes.
A0130: Ability to ensure that senior officials within the organization provide information
security for the information and systems that support the operations and assets under their
control.

K0001: Knowledge of computer networking concepts and protocols, and network security methodologies.
K0002: Knowledge of risk management processes (e.g., methods for assessing and mitigating risk).
K0003: Knowledge of laws, regulations, policies, and ethics as they relate to cybersecurity and privacy.
K0004: Knowledge of cybersecurity and privacy principles.
K0005: Knowledge of cyber threats and vulnerabilities.
K0006: Knowledge of specific operational impacts of cybersecurity lapses.
K0009: Knowledge of application vulnerabilities.
K0070: Knowledge of system and application security threats and vulnerabilities (e.g., buffer overflow, mobile code, cross-site scripting, Procedural
Language/Structured Query Language [PL/SQL] and injections, race conditions, covert channel, replay, return-oriented attacks, malicious code).
K0106: Knowledge of what constitutes a network attack and a network attack’s relationship to both threats and vulnerabilities.
K0147: Knowledge of emerging security issues, risks, and vulnerabilities.
K0296: Knowledge of capabilities, applications, and potential vulnerabilities of network equipment including hubs, routers, switches, bridges, servers,
transmission media, and related hardware.
K0314: Knowledge of industry technologies’ potential cybersecurity vulnerabilities.
K0624: Knowledge of Application Security Risks (e.g. Open Web Application Security Project Top 10 list)
K0628: Knowledge of cyber competitions as a way of developing skills by providing hands-on experience in simulated, real-world situations.
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Summary
The CFI Training met its initial objectives in teaching an introductory cybersecurity
course to its testees. The modular training took over a half a year to create. The curriculum
developer, Tiffany Dinh, primarily based the training around industry standard certifications and
desires from CCRE customers. Utilizing her curriculum in a three-month timespan, Dinh tested a
diverse pool of students to evaluate the effectiveness of the project. Dinh found her training to be
a success but sees continuous improvements that can be made regarding accommodating
different learning styles and future module developments. Her analysis of student results found
three distinctive indicators of higher success amongst students: high school level of education,
prior exposure to material, and having parents with graduate-level education. Upon submission
of this Honors Capstone Project, Dinh will continue to modify the training to better meet the
needs of the research center and the cybersecurity needs of the nation.
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